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Introduction

• Estimates of drug injection prevalence are still necessary to 
design and assess preventive and care services targeted to IDUs

• The implementation of capture-recapture methods at national 
level routinely over time is difficult

• One alternative is to apply multiplier-benchmark methods 

• Multiplier-benchmark methods
– Benchmark: counts of some behaviour or event in general population (drug 

treatment, drug-related death, HIV infection related to drug injection, etc.)

– Multiplier: Inverse of the proportion of the target population (e.g. IDUs) who 
have experienced the event. Obtained from a specific study



Aim

• To estimate prevalence of recent drug 

injection in Spain during 2001-2010 using an 

adaptation of HIV-multiplier

• Cross-validate the results of this method with 

those from other methods, such as mortality 

multiplier



Adaptation of HIV-multiplier method

1. Estimation of  nº of  HIV-negative IDUs in population (NI)

–X: Annual nº of new HIV cases  related to drug injection in population from HIV registers

–Y:  HIV incidence among IDUs from cohort studies

Remember: Population incidence of HIV related to drug injection: nº of new cases HIV related to 

drug injection divided by the nº of IDUs at risk or HIV negative IDUs (Y=X/NI)

2. Estimation of nº of HIV-positive IDUs in population (PI) 

–Z: HIV Prevalence among IDUs from TDI register

Remember: HIV prevalence among IDUs:  Z=PI/(PI+NI)

3. Estimation of  total nº of IDUs in population (I)

PI =NI [Z/(1-Z)]

NI=X/Y

I = NI+PI



Data sources

•Spanish HIV population register: Nº of new HIV diagnoses in population (X)

–Coverage: 8 regions, 12-15 million inhabitants (30-32% of the Spanish population)

–Correction for:

•Underreporting: x 1.2 from HIV register administrator

•Lack of knowledge of HIV status: x 1.16-1.22 from TDI

•Delayed reporting: x 1.12-1.35 estimated from HIV register

•Cohorts of HIV-negative IDUs: HIV Incidence among IDUs (Y)

–Two pooled cohorts of HIV-negative IDUs (n=1160; 1224 py; follow-up 2001-2006)

•Itinere cohort: IDUs street-recruited in Madrid, Barcelona and Sevilla 

•CIPS cohort: IDUs recruited in a Centre for AIDS Prevention in Valencia

•Register of drug treatment admissions : HIV prevalence among IDUs (Z)

•Annual sample of TDI cases: n=1504-2613. Excellent geographic coverage



Estimation of confidence intervals (CI)

• CI were estimated using the normal approximation

• Final variances were obtained with general formulas for the 
variance of a ratio, a product or a linear function of estimators of 
independent random variables (Error propagation methods)

• In this case, the final variance depends greatly on the variance of 
the HIV incidence rate in the IDUs cohort studies (Poisson variance)

• CI of the estimators for all of Spain were obtained scaling the 
variance by the square of a constant  a (the ratio between total 
Spanish population and population of area covered by register)



Estimation of IDU prevalence in Spain, 2010

1. Estimation of  nº of  HIV-negative IDUs in area covered by HIV register (NI)

₋ X= 197 new HIV cases related to drug injection (corrected number)
₋ Y= 0.038 per IDU-year of follow-up 
₋ NI = 197/0.0384=5136 HIV-negative IDUs in area covered by register 

2. Estimation of nº of HIV-positive IDUs in area  covered by register (PI) 

₋ Z= 0.262. From TDI
₋ PI = (5136 x[ 0.262/(1-0.262)]=1824 HIV-positive IDUs in area covered by register

3. Estimation of  total nº of IDUs in area covered by register (I)

- I=5136+1824=6961 IDUs in area covered by register (CI95%: 4111-9810)
- IR=472.7 IDUs/million inhabitants (CI95%: 279.2-666.2)

4. Extrapolation for all Spain

₋ Spanish population was 3.13 greater than those of area covered by register
₋ I=6961 x 3.13=21779 (CI95%:12863-30696)
- IR=472.7 IDUs/million inhabitants (CI95%: 279.2-666.2)

PI =NI [Z/(1-Z)]

NI=X/Y

I = NI+PI



Prevalence estimates of recent IDUs in Spain

Year Nº IDUs IDUs/million inhabitants

Point LCL UCL Point LCL UCL

2001 38863 24658 53067 951 604 1299

2002 38462 23985 52939 931 581 1281

2003 37033 23144 50921 882 551 1212

2004 33068 20341 45795 775 476 1073

2005 30531 18497 42565 703 426 981

2006 26504 16143 36864 601 366 837

2007 20652 12581 28722 460 280 640

2008 20086 12170 28002 441 267 614

2009 24028 14690 33366 523 320 726

2010 21779 12863 30696 473 279 666



•It can be used to obtain time trends of IDU prevalence

•It provides credible and consistent estimates of IDU prevalence:

•Cross-validation of estimates with other methods 2001-2010 is quite good

a: Preliminary results
b: Courtesy of Domingo-Salvany, A. Preliminary results. The variations are due to 

different assumptions on injection cessation and mortality rates among IDUs.

•Applicable in other countries:

•Assuming availability of a valid population HIV register, together with valid 

estimations of HIV incidence and prevalence among IDUs

•Especially useful in countries with high HIV incidence and prevalence among IDUs

•Theoretically applicable to other IDUs infections, although it seems difficult

Strengths of HIV-multiplier

Year HIV-multiplier Mortality-multiplier1a Mortality-multiplier2a From incidenceb

2001 38863 45806 64311 35633-56346

2005 30531 33554 41294 23458-37940

2010 21779 22495 21835 -
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Cross-validation of IDU prevalence estimates, Spain

*: Preliminary results. IDU estimates obtained applying the ratio IDU/opiod user (from TDI) to estimates 
on nº of problem opioid users coming from mortality-multiplier. 
Sources: Benchmark (annual nº of fatal overdose): general mortality register (corrected)

Multiplier (fatal overdose rate of opiod users):TDI cohort of opioid users recruited in Madrid and 
Barcelona, 1997-2008.
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Some assumptions, which may not be entirely met, were made:

1.On nº of new HIV cases related to drug injection in population

• They are newly diagnosed HIV cases, so some may not be recent infections

• Correction coefficients may not be adequate 

- Underreporting 

- Lack of knowledge of HIV status

- Delayed reporting

2.On HIV incidence among IDUs

• The same annual figure (3.8%) was applied to all period. If the rate was lower in 

more recent years, this would underestimate IDU prevalence 

• IDUs Cohorts may not be fully representative of all Spanish IDUs

Limitations of HIV-multiplier



Some assumptions, which may not be entirely met, were made:

3.On HIV prevalence  among IDUs

• IDUs from TDI indicator may not be fully representative of all Spanish IDUs. 

If real HIV prevalence were lower, we would be overestimating the IDU 

prevalence

4.On extrapolation of results to all Spain

• It was assumed that IDU prevalence in all Spain was the same as in the 

areas with HIV register. 

In TDI in 2006-2007 the prevalence of injection in areas covered by the

HIV register was 1.19 greater than all Spain, which can lead to an 

overestimation of the prevalence in the whole country

Limitations of HIV-multiplier



Sensivity analysis

• Sensitivity analyses were conducted by changing the value of some key 
parameters and examining their impact on the main outputs 

• The following parameter changes were considered: 

– A 3% annual decrease in HIV incidence among IDUs, from 0.038 
seroconversions per IDU-year in 2004 to 0.031 in 2010

– An HIV prevalence among IDUs 15% lower than that observed among 
IDUs admitted to drug treatment in 2001–10 (Z1 = Z x 0.85): 0.281-0.223

– Inclusion of all new HIV diagnoses reported to the Spanish HIV register 
in 2001–10 (covering 30-71% of the Spanish population)

– Some combinations of the above



Results of sensitivity analysis for selected years

Parameter change Year IDU prevalence 
(per million 
inhabitants)

A. None 2001 951

2010 473

B. 3% annual decrease in HIV incidence among 
IDUs in 2004-10 (Y2004=0.038 cases per IDU-year, 
Y2010=0.031)

2001 951

2010 585

C. Lower annual HIV prevalence among IDUs in 
all period (Z1=Z x 0.85)

2001 886

2010 449

D. Inclusion annual nº of new HIV diagnoses 
from all reporting regions (12-33 million 
inhabitants, 30-71% of the Spanish population)

2001 951

2010 462

B+C 2001 886

2010 555

B+C+D 2001 886

2010 439
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